
RUN 2345 

Well what a night it was last week, Cold wet and a small but Fantastic group. The hare B1 

was a live hare and set off ten minutes before the rest of the pack. Fig Jam and myself 

staying back to get some kai on and bring up the nibbles. As we are doing so Smoothride 

and Illegally Blonde start walking up the driveway. B1 turns up still with his shorts on as no 

one could catch the jack rabbit, just after he comes in the heavens opened up. The one and 

only runner being Cheese Cake come in wet as a shag followed by the walkers Dog and his 

trusty side kicks his two little dogs, Titus and Structure Fucker wad there way in, B1 being 

the young and caring person he is asked should I go and look for the rest. We said no 

because we don’t if they get wet and they should know how to find their way back, also we 

care that the beer is here. The last but not least to get back was Ten Fingers not to wet 

because he had an umbrella bloody big girl. 

Circle: GM calls everyone up, run report done by Cheesie, well he goes did u run out of 

gyprock. Gave a score of 6/10. Dog did the walk report asked where the hell did the meant 

to go and gave it a score of -11/10. Total -5/20. Thing about B1 was he knew where he was 

going and didn’t put an arrow on a corner so what a Ding Dong, get it Bloody right I think 

was the call. Chargers: there was a few but I cant remember so stiff shit. Awards: I Believe 

Dog got two and I can’t remember the rest, so stiff shit again. Great Kai and a great night 

had by those that came out on a cold and wet night. Illegally Blonde had the chance to try 

out the massage chair liked it so much stayed in it for the rest of the night. 

No Photos but we will get onto that this week.        This weeks run is at Huxtable 

Park  Dundalli St Chermside West. Hare is Tail.    We need some more people to PUT their 

names down  to be Hare after Ten Fingers run.    On On Chunda. 

 


